Introduction
Statistics have shown that the demand for railwny transport has increased considerably in the last few years as a result of economic growth, overcrowded roads, lorig trafic jams, parking problems, environmental pollution, etc. In order to satisfy the demand, there is a need for a high quality and modem railway infrastructure, for reliable service, for higher train frequencies, for railway safety and improved punctuality. However. increasing the number of trains (and their speed) leads lo an increase of deterioration of infrastructure. Hence, more intensive inaintenance and renewal works are necded. This illearis that the infrastructure possession t h e ' for t h e x nia'intenance activities will increase as wcll. Therefore, it is inore and more difficult to find an optimal tiinelable for those possession intervals in such a way that it does not causc severe disruptions of the railway traffic.
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' When a section of track is required for maintenance and it is therefore blockcd from train traffic, it is handed o~e r by lh:
operators Io the inaintcnance engineers. who take "posscssion" ofthe track.
The purpose of this paper is first ofall to provide some usefuLmethods for finding optimal track possession intervals for carrying out preventive maintenance works (as routine works and projects) and secondly to give solution methods for the provided models. The schedules given by us are constructed in such a u'ay that the inconvenience for the train operators. the disruption from the scheduled trains, the infrastructure possession time for maintenance is minimized, the maintenance cost is the lowest possible and the niainteiiance works are conbined as much as possible. In our models mostly the train free periods are used for planning routine maintenance works, namely the hours between two consecutive trains. Howe\,er, we give an approach also for the situation when these train free periods are mt long enough for carrying out the track maintenance works. This is the case if projects have to be performed on sonie links. Since it is not always possible to interrupt the iiiainteiiance work .by letting some trains to pass by, train cancellation is needed and one has to arrange alternative transport, e.g. using buses. In this paper, w e focus on the infrastructure iniaintenance, mainly on rail, ballast. sleepers. sujitches and fasteners, excluding the rolling stock from our research area.
Solving the preventive r a i h a y maintenance scheduling problem to optimalily is a very difficult and complex problem, it requires a big amount of time. Therefore, our second aim is to develop soine fast heuristics. [I] shows that in some articles the track possession is modelled in between operations (see also [a] and [Z] ). This can be done for occasionally used track. which is the case in Australia and soiiie European countries. If lracks are used frequently, one has to go o w r to night maintenance, when the train traffic is alniost absent. In that case one can either make a cyclic static schedule, which is made by den Henog et al. [3] and van ZanIe.de Fokkerl el al. [ 5 ] for the Dutch situation or a dynamic schedule with a rolling horizon, which is presented in Cheung et al. [2] . Here a more general planning method is given, which results in a dynamic timetable for preventive maintenance acti\,ities. This timetable is made such that jobs are perfonned as much as possible in train free periods or in hours with less impact to the operators and the number of hours required for these works is minimized, by clustering as much as possible the preventive maintenance activities.
Problem description
In some countries or regions the railway network is .not densely used, therefore it happens that on some sections of track lines only few trains are running per day.
This also means that between two consecutive train services there might be enough time to carry out inspections or small maintenance works. Hence, one pan of the maintenance work caobe done also in daytime, in these train free periods and not only during nights, when there are even less trains. In this way, maintenance work can be perfonned without blocking the whole corridor (or segments) for days or weekends. In other words, a big part ofthe maintenance work can be done during train services on the train free periods and only the small part of the work, namely the big projects, which are carried out onceltwice in few years, will be perfonned (if it is necessary) during nights or weekends. Perrorming preventive maintenance in this way might lead to a lowcr maintenance cost, because in this way no extra money is needed for blocking segments for few dayslweekends or reroutinglcancelling trains for a longer period and the maiihour cost Tor the daytime shift is l o w r than the one for nightshift.
The issues mentioned abow differs from how the maintenance is performed in the Netherlands, since the main lines of the railway network are densely used especially during the daytime. The train fee periods are quite short for maintenance works during daytime: longer track possession time would cause severe disturbances, e.g. delays or cancellations of a number of trains. The other lines are less busy; there are on average Z3 trains per hour, This means that 011 these not so busy lincs the time periods between two consecutive train operations are longer, thus the small preventive maintenance works could be carried out in these approx. 30 niin train free periods. The trains' timetable uses a repetitnze basic hour pattern in which no time for maintenance possession is incorporated.
Thus renewal and preventive~niaintenance activities (wen small routine maintenance works) are carried out mostly during the nights or weekends when the passengcr traffic is.liniited. During the nights more than five hours are available per link for preventive maintenance and rcnewal work, since almost no trains are operating at that time. The only parts of the network where according to the actual schedule it is possible to plan maintenance work during the daytime are the peripheral railroads and yards (sce [5n.
All along this article we use track corridors and track segments or links. An important requirement is that if a iiiainteilance work is carried out in one part ufthe link, then the whole link is out of service. We also assunle that these track segments are approximately 510 km long and they have more or less same length.
In his paper we mean by preventive maintenance works the following two types of works:a) routine (spot) maintenance activities, namely small repairs that do not take much time lo be performed and are done frequently; for example: revision of track and switch, inspection of rail, switch, level crossing, overhead wire and signaling system, switch lubrication, etc; b) project maintenance, namely larger works that take longer time to be performed. These are works that are carried out onceltwice in few years; for example: ballast cleaning, rail grinding, tamping, etc
We assume that some of the preventive maintenance can be combined. The projects cannot he combined together, because it would take too much time and manpower. Moreover, soinetiiiies even some prioritics for these types of works have to be taken into account. However, we assume that a nuinher of routine niaintcilance works can be combined u,ith some projects or with some routine works as well. In Chis way, if a inaintcnance crew carries out a project and there is enough time for doing at the same time a sinall-scale work on the saine link, then there is no more need to have a new, separate track possession for that routine work, so the benefit is obyious.
Ha\,ing gi\,en the information about the frequency of the routine maintenance works orland the type of projects that have to be scheduled in a given planning period(e.g. one year) and duration orland total workload of these works, we define a plan that gives us which work will be performed on which segnent in which time period (monthiweeWhours). The routine works have different frequencies and some projects are carried out on parts of the network onceltwice in 1-7 years; in the beginning of each planning period it is identified which projects ha\ie be carried out. The possible earliest and latest starting times are known beforehand for each project and routine works as well.
Here we can mention three ways for perfonning projects. In two cases we assume that the projects can be interrupted and in the third case we schedule them for consecutive hours, without interruption. In the first case the projects are perfonixd only in the maxinium length train free periods (oncc per day) on fcw consecutiw days. In this way, there is no disturbance for the train operators and there is no need for train cancellation. However, the execution ofthe projects takes longer, so the socalled cost associated for not using efficiently the resources (machines and human resources) is inuch higher, since moving the equipments only for a few hours per day lo the place where niaintenance should be carried out is not \'cry effective. In thc second case we assume that the projects are carried out on weekends, blocking the track segments for 48 hours. The penalty cost for blocking the train operation will be quite high, but on the other hand the machines and the equipments will be used better. Moreover, three shifis of maintenance crew can work continuously in two consecutive days. The third option results in the best utilization of the resources, since the execution of the projects is scheduled for a number of consecutive weekdays and weekends respectively, blocking the train operation for a couple of days or weeks, for 24 hours per day. This also means that the aniount that is given out for cancelling trains for these days will be big, so not always beneficial to schedule projects in this w:3y.
From these three cases one will be selected, actually the case, which gives the lowest penalty cost and the highest utilization factor (i.e. the lowest penalty cost for not using efficiently the resources). The costs for cancelling trains and the penalty costs assigned for the utilization of the resources are set by the niodel users, actually by the maintenance planners. To calculate these above mentioncd costs is a very lough job, because cancelling trains for even a few hours on a given segment would cause big dislurbances in the whole network, so it is difficult to evaluate what the real losses are and how much money i t would cost the railway company. Our objective is first to minimize the infrastructure possession time Sor maintenance by clustering as much as possible tlie preventive maintenance works. Secondly, the projects are planned such that the cancellation cost plus the penally cost assigned to the utilization factor of the resources is minimized. In this paper we concentrate more on the medium (long) teiiii planning. determining which
Mathematical formulation
Let PA and RA be sets of projects and routine works respectively, which have to be done within the planning horizon T and A =PA u h ! A set of all activities. The planning horizon T (e.g. years) is split up into discrete time periods (e.g. months, weeks). Let K=(1,2,3) The resulting model is an intcger-programming problem, which is subject to track and crew availability, work continuity and work deadline constr3ints. as rollOu's. 
Model description
The schedule of the preventive maintenance works for a given planning horizon is done such that tlie track posscssion time and the penalty cost for cancelling trains and for not efliciently used resources are minimized. Namely, we niininiize the number of time periods that uw need to perform the sets of jobs and we assign thcse jobs to time periods such that the nunibcr of cancellcdldelayed trains is minimized as well. The optimization is done by combining (if it is possible) two or more activities in 21 given link for a given time i n t e r d .
The objective minimizes on one hand the number of time periods for which maintenance work is planned per planning horizon T and on the other hand the cost for carrying out the scheduled projects. Actually, the first part of the objective function minimizes the track possession time for routine maintenance works and projects. The second part of the objective function finds the scenario with the lowest penalty cost combination. Each of the routine works has its own planning cycle, which has been defined according to the time horizon and the works' frequency. Constraints ( 2 ) ensure that each routine maintenance work is scheduled exactly once in the first planning cycle and then Constraints (3) warrant that until the end of the planning horizon the other schedules from the other cycles will be defined as well, ensuring F," time periods between two subsequent occurrences of the same job. On the same link and at the same time only combinable activities can be carried out. This is ensured by Constraints (4). These combinable jobs can be either routine works or projects. Constraints ( 5 ) ensure that each project is assigned to the right number of time periods and the starting time for perfomiing the projects is in the interval. (earliest possible starting time, latest possible starting time). Furthermore these projects are assigned to subsequent intervals. Constraints (6) u'arrant that one of the three above mentioned options are chosen for perfomiing the identified projects. Constraints (7) ensure that time period t E T will be occupied for preventive maintenance work if and only if for that time period on this segment at least one work is planned. Constraints (8) ensure that the decisbn variables are binary.
The method described above has to be applied many times, namely for each corridor from the railway systcm. Here we presented per planning horizon T a maintenance plan that gives which maintenance work will be carried out in which time period on which segment.
Solution approach
The maintenance work schcduling problem is modelled in GAMS as an integer programming problem and solved with the s t a t e d t h e art hllP solver CPLEX 7.1. Solving this optimization problem to optimality for a single corridor, more than 15 types oiiii&tcnance works and for more years, requires a huge amount of time. It is desirable to.compute the optimalsolution. hut since it takes too long time to find this solution it might be better to settle for a non optimal solution which has somewhat larger track possession cost, but it is still quite close lo the optimal objective value, and which can be found in a reasonable time. Therefore, we develop three heuristic methods for solving the niaintenance scheduling problem.
First of all we formulate two theorems. According to the first theorem if some of the preventive maintenance works are such that their planning cycles are equals or multiples of at least one work's planning cycle, then it is clever to make a group out of these works, having a common planning cycle for the whole group equal to the minimum of these works' cycle. Actually in this way only one representative work of this group will be scheduled, the one with the smallest planning cycle. The other works being introduced in the schedule latcr. Using the second theorem we can avoid situations when for a given problem instance there is no feasible solution. If the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 hold for some works' planning cycles, then before the maintenance schedule is made, one will know that the frequencies of some routine maintenance works should be changed to avoid infeasible solution. Either we allow some routine work to be carried out more timesthan it has been previously dcfined, or w e decrease their frequencies.
T/iror.en~ 4.1 Let a and b. a.bERA be two difSercnt types of preventive nuintenance activities which COII he schehiled 01 fhe SOJIW ririie and G, and Gh be the frequency of these works per planning horizon T. If3 k E ,\I : F,=k* Fb,. then the optinial value of the schcduling problem is equal to the optimal value of the L P problem and thcy are both equal to max(G,. Gj, where F, =[Ti G,, 1 i s the planning cycle for maintenance work. i.e. nuniber of time periods between two consecutive occurrences of the same work.
Tl~eor.em 4.2 Let a and b, a,b 6 RA be two different types of preventive maintenance activitics which coniiof be schedt,led 01 fhe some lime a n d 9 a n d G. We present below three approximation methods, which are relatively fast, but not necessarily give optimal solutions.
Approximation methods

Max IO Mi17 /~eiir.isric
Given a set of routine maintenance works with givcn Srcquencies and planning cycles and a set of projects with gi\cn durations. First the routine work with the highest frequency is scheduled and then the other works. The order of the frequencies is decreasing. For each routine work it is checked which is the best starting time such that the number of activities being jointly scheduled until the end of planning horizon is maximized. In this way we iiiininiize the number of used time periods until the end of planning horizon. The j-th m,ork will be in this way compared with all the previously scheduled fi-l)-tb works.
In the next step the projects are scheduled, using the optimization step discussed for scheduling the routine works.
Min ro Max heuristic
The difference between this heuristics and the previous one is that here we shrt to make the schedule with the work having the minimum frequency (=maximum planning cycle) and then the works with increasing order's frequency are chosen
Coiiibiiie eaeiylhiiig in lhe/irst time period
Each routine maintenance work is scheduled at time t=l, Then the projects are scheduled as well, such that the number of used periods until the end of the planning horizon is minimized.
Numerical example
This hypotbctical example considers live links 011 a given track corridor. On different links some routine maintenance u,orks and some projects have to be carried out. The planning horizon is two years and the discrete time periods are weeks. Furthermore, we assunie that each routine iiiaintenance work has different frequencies and !lie following work combinations are possible: routine work. -routine work, routine work -project. If one project is carried out on a given link, then it is possible that a given routine work to be performed a1 the sanic time on the samc link. For the works' frequencies we generated five times N=IS unifornily distributed random numbers and from the frequencies one can define the planning cycle for each work. namely the number of tinie periods between two consecutive occurrences of the same work. In the same way, we generated uniformly distributed random numbers for the possible earliest and latest starting times of the projects, if a given project has to be pcrforined on a givm track segment.
In the preprocessing phase u'e checked the generated data and according to Thcoreni 4.1 we can make groups ,of routine maintenance works which have the same, cor multiple length planning cycles. The representative routirie works will be actually scheduled on each 6nk separatel:?. We assunie that in the last phase the rest of the works will bc also added to the schedule. Table 1 and Table 2 siu"rize the data for these routine works and project:;, where R denotes the routine maintenance works andP the Project maintenance. In Table 2 Furthemiore, we assume here that thc track possession cost is constant over time and ovcrlinks and it is I00 per link. It is worth lo mention that we not restrict the number of a\sailable niainfenance crews per time pcriod. so it is supposed to have alaays enough crcw and machine forcarrying out the planned maintenance works. 
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Conclusions
Rail remains an iniportant transportation mode.
Therefore, proper maintenance of the existing lines, repairs and replacements carried out in time are all important to ensure eflicient operation. Moreover, since some failures might h a w a strong impact on the safety of the passengers, it is important to prevent these failures by carrying out in time and according to some predefined schedules preventive maintenance works. Since the infrastructure maintenance costs represent a huge part of the total operating costs, there is a need for developing operations research tools, which help the maintenance planners to come up with optimal maintenance plans.
In this paper we present an optimization model to improve rail maintenance decisions by creating a dynamic schedule for carrying out preventive maintenance activities. Maintenance works are assigned to different time periods and to different track segments. Routine maintenance works and projects are planned together. Furthermore, since the maintenance scheduling problem is a complex optimization problem and for a large set of instances it is difficult to solve the probleni to optimality. it is necessary to develop some approsiiiiation methods, which give probably not the optimal solution, but still \'cry good, close to optiinal solutions.
We developed in this article three IiCuristic methods and it turned out that the hlax to Min heuristic method gives in short time very good results. A numerical (hypothetical) example is presented here. Our planning approach has some weaknesses, namely it can be only used for planning the maintenance works of tracks between two cities or stations and not including the maintenance work of the infrastructure in the stations. Secondly, the maintenance crew allocation is also not included in our model. Thcse issucs need further research.
